THE

**NEXT** » FESTIVAL

OF EMERGING ARTISTS

Saturday, June 13, 2015 | 4PM
Gordon Hall, Music Mountain

**The Artists of The Next Festival**

**Peter Askim**, Artistic Director and Conductor

With Special Guest Artist, **Jeffrey Zeigler**

**Program**

- Autumn Rhapsody - Pierre Jalbert
- The Trojan Women - Lisa Bielawa
- Ofrenes - Peter-Anthony Togni
- Aria - Paola Prestini
- Rift Zones - Peter Askim

**Many Thanks to our Generous Donors:**

**Season Sponsor** - Duane Conover

**Jeffrey Zeigler Sponsor** - Russ Irwin

Stephanie Yoshida, Kirkland & Ellis Foundation, Kurt Hunciker, Scott Schroeder, Gary Hickling and Dennis Moore, Kerry Donahue and Guy Story, Madeleine Crouch, Ardy Chen, Walsh Charitable Foundation, Newt Freeman, Sarah Wood Torrey, Karin Fong and Arjan Schutte, Charlie Plowman, Bill Rixon, Suzette and Mike Giannini, Sandy Masur and Vic Schuster, Jan and Dick Goldberg, John Whitfield, Andreas Seflmayr, Hannah Richards, Suzanne Ahn, Mei-Tsen Chen and Ronald Biederman, Larry Dumas, Kelly Nguyen, John and Jill Walsh

Special thanks to The Cornwall Foundation for their generous support of our educational outreach activities and to The Williamson Foundation for their wonderful support of student scholarships.

Thank you to Music Mountain for hosting the festival, Melissa Andrews for Public Relations and a huge thank you to Mary O’Brien for providing us with incredible food this week.

Thank you to Jeffrey Zeigler for his generosity, artistry and inspiration.

We are grateful to our donors and invite you to join them in supporting the Next Festival. Please make a tax deductible contribution at www.next-fest.org/give

The Next Festival of Emerging Artists | www.next-fest.org | info@next-fest.org